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Smooth Transition-Based Control of Encounter-Type Haptic Devices

Franck Gonzalez\textsuperscript{1234}, Wael Bachta\textsuperscript{234} and Florian Gosselin\textsuperscript{1}

\textbf{Abstract}—Encounter-type devices have been introduced to solve one of the main drawbacks of common haptic interfaces i.e. their limited transparency in free space and their restricted ability to render realistic transitions between free space and contact. Advantageously, encounter-type interfaces collide with fingers and display interaction forces only if a contact occurs in the virtual environment. In free space, their end-effectors are mechanically detached from the operator and closely track his fingers, allowing for a perfect transparency. This paper introduces a control scheme that handles the transition between tracking and force display modes in a smooth way. Experimental results using a custom encounter-type interface are also given. The obtained results show the efficiency of the proposed control law when compared to the conventional switch-based control usually found in the literature.

\section{I. INTRODUCTION}

Haptic interfaces are purposed for natural interactions between an operator and a virtual or a remote environment \cite{1}, \cite{2}, \cite{3}, \cite{4}, \cite{5}. They should enable the user to sense correctly even high impedances of distant or virtual objects, and also display negligible impedance when there is no contact with the environment \cite{6}. The latter requirement calls for an interface with low inertia links and motors, along with small gear ratios. These specifications may be in conflict with rigidity and force level requirements. Force control strategies can also be implemented to reduce the apparent impedance in free space motion \cite{7}. Their performances are however limited.

In this context, Encounter-Type Haptic Displays (ETHDs) are of interest as their working principle relies on a mechanical detachment between the user and the interface in free space motion \cite{8}, \cite{9}, \cite{10}, making them perfectly transparent. As shown in Fig. 1, the interface closely tracks an operator’s finger thanks to a thimble-like end-effector featuring embedded optical distance sensors and encounters it only when a contact occurs in the virtual or remote environment \cite{11}.

Various technological solutions can be used for the design of this thimble. To measure the motion of the operator’s fingertips, each of the end-effectors of the Encounter-Type hand exoskeletons for teleoperation in \cite{12}, \cite{13} is equipped with an optical sensor that records the position of a thin reflecting plate pushed against the nail by means of a spring. The thin plate and the spring are chosen so that the force exerted on the finger during free space motion be negligible. In \cite{11}, \cite{14}, optical-fiber sensors matrices are used to estimate the finger position in a 2D ring and a 3D cap mounted on simple serial ETHDs.

In the literature, a position control scheme is usually adopted to track the movements of the user when no contact is required and a force display control is used to render the environment after contact. A simple switch handles the transition between the two control modes. In this paper, the limits of this conventional approach are discussed before proposing a smooth transition-based control law. The importance of the transition is highlighted since it has a key role in the naturalness of the haptic rendering.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the switch-based control law as implemented in the literature, then discusses its drawbacks and describes a smooth transition-based control scheme intended to overcome its shortcomings. Then Section III gives an experimental assessment of the two control laws. A 2-DoF ETHD used as an experimental set-up is presented, followed by the results of the experiments. Finally, Section IV concludes and discusses future work.
II. CONTROL LAWS

In this section, the conventional switch-based control law is first presented and its drawbacks are pointed out. Then a smooth transition-based control law is presented, which cuts off with the raised shortcomings.

A. Switch-Based Control Law

The conventional ETHD control law is composed of a position tracking mode in free space and a force display for the rendering of the environment. This subsection describes these two control modes as well as the switch modality.

1) Finger Tracking in Free Space: Let \( \mathbf{X}_{r/0} \) and \( \mathbf{X}_{f/0} \) denote the centers coordinates of respectively the robot end-effector and the finger. Both are expressed in a frame attached to the robot base (see Fig. 2). In this control mode, the goal is to maintain the finger in the center of the ring. The tracking error \( \epsilon_\mathbf{X} \) (see Fig. 3) is therefore directly obtained by measuring \( \mathbf{X}_{r/f} \), which is the position of the ring center with respect to the finger.

Expressing the error in the joints space allows for an easier tuning of the controller since the interface dynamics are less coupled in this representation [15]. In case of a close tracking, \( \epsilon_\mathbf{X} \) is small so it can be expressed in the articular space as follows:

\[
\epsilon_\theta = J^{-1}(q) \cdot \epsilon_\mathbf{X} \tag{1}
\]

with \( J(q) \) the Jacobian matrix of the robot in the reference frame.

This error is sent to a Proportional-Derivate controller which provides the robot with the reference torque \( \tau_t \):

\[
\tau_t = (K_t + B_t s) \epsilon_\theta \tag{2}
\]

Finally, its joints positions are used to compute the position of the ring’s center \( \mathbf{X}_{r/0} \) through a geometric model.

2) Transition Between Modes: As shown in Fig. 3, the switching between tracking mode (1)–(2) and contact mode (6)–(7) (see below) is triggered by \( F_e \) through the matrix \( S \), defined as follows:

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
e^{-\alpha||F_e||} & 0 \\
0 & e^{-\alpha||F_e||}
\end{bmatrix} \tag{3}
\]

with \( \alpha \) a dimensionless number so that \( \forall F_e, \alpha \gg ||F_e|| \).

This way, when the finger’s avatar encounters a virtual object, \( ||F_e|| \neq 0 \). The switch is triggered: the robot is no more influenced by the tracking \( (e^{-\alpha||F_e||} \simeq 0) \) but only by contact forces. When the finger’s avatar leaves the virtual object, \( ||F_e|| = 0 \), the force display is set off and the tracking torque reference is sent to the servo-drive with a unit gain.

Several works have been dedicated to the computation of distances in a virtual environment [16], [17]. Let \( d_{f/e} \) be the distance of the finger’s avatar periphery to the closest point of a virtual object, along the normal \( n \) to the virtual object at this point (computed from the position of the finger’s center \( \mathbf{X}_{f/0} \) and \( R_f \)). We define a compensatory tracking term \( \Delta \mathbf{X} = f(d_{f/e}) \) by (see Fig. 4):

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{if } d_{f/e} > R_r - R_f & \Delta \mathbf{X} = 0 \\
\text{if } d_{f/e} \in [0; R_r - R_f] & \Delta \mathbf{X} = (R_r - R_f - d_{f/e})n
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

with \( R_r \) the radius of the ring. The Cartesian error \( \epsilon_\mathbf{X} \) is modified as follows:

\[
\epsilon_\mathbf{X} = -\mathbf{X}_{r/f} - \Delta \mathbf{X} \tag{5}
\]

This way, when \( d_{f/e} > R_r - R_f \), the finger is kept centered with the ring. Then, for \( 0 < d_{f/e} \leq R_r - R_f \), the ring’s inner surface approaches the finger linearly. Finally, when the finger’s avatar comes into contact with the virtual environment, the ring touches the finger.
In this subsection, the drawbacks of the switch-based control law are first discussed. Then, a smooth-transition based control law is proposed.

1) Limitations of Previous Approach: To achieve a quality rendering, the switching must occur exactly when the virtual or remote object is encountered. At this very moment, the interface’s end-effector must be in contact with the finger of the operator. In the switch-based control law, the switch time and location are based on the knowledge of the finger radius. This assumes that the finger contour is cylindrical: this assumption may not be robust. Indeed, a finger geometry is more complex and deformable, so it is likely to change during the contact. In order to highlight this issue, two scenarios illustrating the effects of a wrong estimation of the finger radius are discussed in the sequel (Fig. 5):

- **Over-estimation of the finger radius** $R_f$. As the finger’s avatar is larger than the real finger, a contact would occur in the virtual world before the operator’s finger touches the ring. A force $F_e$ would thus be displayed by the interface although the finger is not in contact with the ring. In other words, the interface would move back and hit the operator’s finger. Thus the user would feel parasitic movements of the robot bumping into his finger, modifying the behavior of the environment.

- **Under-estimation of the finger radius** $R_f$. This would translate into the finger hitting the end-effector before its avatar come into contact with the virtual wall. In this case, the user would feel as if the virtual object were made of two layers. The first sensation would correspond to a parasitic force $F_e = (K_e + B_e s)d_{f/e} n$ due to the tracking mode, which would not be disabled as the finger’s avatar would not be in contact with the virtual wall yet. When the finger’s avatar would finally encounter the virtual wall, the second (purposed) rendering would be sensed.

These behaviors decrease the transparency of the interface and limit the interaction quality. Their effects may be minimized by enhancing the end-effector’s tracking performances in order to better detect the finger geometry. However, this would involve expensive solutions that cannot be considered in a majority of applications. In the sequel, a smooth transition control law, independent on the finger geometry, is proposed to overcome these limitations without any change on the hardware.

2) Proposed Solution: To achieve a smooth transition, the tracking control component should be set off at the very instant when the finger avatar collides with the virtual environment. In the switch-based control law, this is achieved by servoing the robot end-effector center to a distance $R_e - R_f$ to the virtual environment at the instant of the collision. At the same time, the tracking control component is disabled using $S$. Since it is based on the finger radius, the efficiency of this method is limited. Another way of implementing the transition consists in adapting the tracking control component in function of the distance $d_{f/e}$ between the avatar of the finger and the virtual object. When this distance is large, the full tracking control magnitude is used. Conversely, when this distance is small, only a very little amount of this component is used. The interface can no longer be centered around the finger and the latter can collide with the ring. This method is practically implemented...
using an adaptive gain $\beta$ which depends on $d_{f/e}$ (see Fig. 6):

$$
\begin{cases}
\text{if } d_{f/e} > R_r, & \beta = 1 \\
\text{if } d_{f/e} \in [R_r - R_{f,max}; R_r], & \beta = 1 - 0.99 \frac{R_r - d_{f/e}}{R_{f,max}} \\
\text{if } d_{f/e} < R_r - R_{f,max} & \beta = 0.01
\end{cases}
$$

with $R_{f,max}$ chosen so that $\forall R_f, R_{f,max} > R_f$. Also, $d_{f/e}$ is computed with $R_{f,max}$, so the tracking component is reduced progressively. Using this adaptation, the tracking force would be unchanged as long as $d_{f/e} > R_r$. When $R_r - R_{f,max} \leq d_{f/e} \leq R_r$, the ring’s avatar would come into contact with the virtual wall. Finally, when $0 \leq d_{f/e} \leq R_r - R_{f,max}$ and the operator encounters the ring, $\beta = 0.01$ and the tracking effect would be almost canceled, whereas $||F_e|| \neq 0$.

We also propose that the force display depend on the ring’s avatar rather than on the finger’s to avoid relying on the less known finger radius, as follows:

$$
F_e = (K_e + B_e s)d_{f/e} n
$$

with $d_{f/e}$ the distance between the ring’s avatar and the closest point of the virtual object along $n$. This way, the ring should remain at the surface of the virtual object and wait for the finger to encounter it. The control is expected to be more stable as the ring’s geometry is better known and do not undergo any deformation or non-measurable motion.

### III. Experimental Results

This Section describes an experimental setup on which the control schemes are implemented in turn, in order to further investigate the assets and restrictions of the proposed approaches.

#### A. Experimental Setup

In order to compare the different control laws, an encounter-type interface is developed. It consists in a 2D haptic interface equipped with a custom end-effector. The hardware as well as the software of this interface are described in this section.

1) **Robot:** An optimized version of a 2D sub-structure saved from a 6DOF parallel robot available in our laboratory is used [18]. This robot, originally intended for telesurgery, is highly transparent and its performances are in adequacy with the simulation of fine manipulation tasks in which realistic contact rendering is of primary importance, hence intermittent contact potentially interesting. As shown on Fig. 7, the robot is placed so that its workspace lies in a vertical plane. It is powered with two Maxon RE-35 DC motors equipped with 1,000 pts incremental optical encoders.

2) **End-effector:** The robot is equipped with a ring-shaped end-effector adapted to 2D intermittent contact (Fig. 8). Sixteen Vishay VCNL4000 infrared proximity sensors are distributed over the inner surface of the ring. They are set up behind diaphragms which limit their fields of view in order to avoid crosstalk during measures. If a finger is placed inside the ring, its center location can be computed at a rate of 300 Hz using the sensors’ data, with a precision of ±0.3 mm (note that for simplicity and computation time considerations, even if the end-effector can reconstruct the finger contour in theory, only the position of the finger’s center is estimated here). An inner diameter of 24 mm is chosen, which has been shown to be sufficient to allow the device to track a finger at medium speeds (see below).

3) **Control Architecture:** The proximity sensors measurements are retrieved by eight ATMega328P microcontrollers which transfer the data to the haptic interface controller through a fast serial bus at a rate of 400 kbps. An estimate of the finger’s location is computed as the center of the polygon obtained from the measurements. The controller is composed of a PC104 computer running Xenomai realtime operating system and a servo-drive controlling the two motors. A custom software based on the TAO telerobotics library [19] acquires the state of the interface, computes the finger’s position and sends the reference torques to the servo-drive at a rate of 1 kHz. To handle the mismatch between the control loop (1 kHz) and the acquisition (300 Hz) rates, a Kalman filter dedicated to extrapolating the finger’s position is implemented.

#### B. Implementation of the Switch-Based Control Law

A first experiment of encountering a virtual wall is implemented using the switch-based control scheme. The tracking gains are set to:

$$
K_e = \begin{bmatrix} 20 & 0 \\ 0 & 15 \end{bmatrix}, \quad B_e = \begin{bmatrix} 0.65 & 0 \\ 0 & 0.3 \end{bmatrix}
$$
Fig. 7. Overview of the 2D ETHD used during the experiments. The 2D virtual world appears at the background: the finger’s avatar is represented by a white disk, free space appears in black and the walls in green.

Fig. 8. CAD and closeup view of the 2D end-effector.
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with $K_t$ in Nm/rad and $B_t$ in Nms/rad. These gains correspond to an equivalent stiffness of 240 to 320 N/m at the center of the robot’s workspace. In practice, these gains are the maximum values guaranteeing the robot stability in free space, allowing for a finger tracking at speeds up to 0.45 m/s and accelerations up to 10 m/s$^2$. The Cartesian gains of the environment are set up to common values allowing for the user to feel a high stiffness:

$$K_e = \begin{bmatrix} 1,000 & 0 \\ 0 & 1,000 \end{bmatrix} \quad B_e = \begin{bmatrix} 10 & 0 \\ 0 & 10 \end{bmatrix}$$

with $K_e$ in N/m and $B_e$ in Ns/m. Note that the maximum stable gains after contact are three to four times higher than the gains in free space as in this case, the reference variable is the robot’s position acquired by the actuators’ encoders at 1 kHz whereas before contact, it is the finger’s position acquired by the proximeters at only 300 Hz and with a lower accuracy.

The result is displayed in Fig. 9. The positions and peripheries of the finger’s avatar and ring are recorded along with $F_e$ and $F_t$ (i.e. the operational space projection of $\tau_t$). The center and inner periphery of the ring and the virtual wall are also presented (see Fig. 5).

1) Analysis: From 0 to 35 mm, the finger’s avatar is far from the virtual wall. Therefore the ring is tracking the finger, so the ring’s center and the finger’s avatar center are close. During this phase, $F_t$ oscillates up to 1.5 N due to limitations on the tracking system frequency. However this is of no influence since the ring never collides with the finger. As the finger’s avatar approaches the virtual wall, $\Delta X$ increases so that the finger center no longer coincides with the center of the ring whereas their peripheries become close (see area 9a). When the finger’s avatar comes into contact with the virtual wall (i.e. at 1.4 s), $||F_t|| \approx 0$ and $||F_e|| \gtrsim 0$ which means that the finger is effectively in contact with the ring (area 9b). If the operator pushes the wall, $||F_e||$ increases and the interface behaves like a common haptic device. When leaving the virtual environment, $||F_e||$ decreases to 0 and the tracking turns on (area 9c).

2) Effects of finger radius Estimation Errors: The above results tend to prove that when the finger geometry is properly estimated, the control law with switch works suitably. However one can note that even in this case, some force over-shots of about 3 N can be observed (Fig. 9, end of area 9a and beginning of area 9c). In practice, these behaviors alter the haptic sensation since they can be felt by the user.

Moreover, a real finger is not cylindrical and is also deformable, so its geometry vary necessarily during the contact and is not perfectly known. In this sense and following the hypotheses on the behavior of the system presented on Section II-B, two other experiments are carried out to evaluate the influence of finger radius estimation errors.

- Over-estimation of $R_f$: In this experiment, $R_f$ is set to 11 mm whereas the radius of the operator’s finger is of about 7.5 mm (the error is purposely set to a large value to emphasize the phenomenon). The results are reported in Fig. 10. As the finger’s avatar is larger than the real finger, a contact occurs in the virtual world before the operator’s finger touches the ring, as shown in the beginning of area 10a. A force $F_e$ is thus displayed by the interface although the finger is not in contact with...
the ring. In other words and as previously hypothesized, the interface moves back and hits the operator’s finger to take up their gap, at 1 s. On this impulse, the finger’s avatar moves back and the tracking resumes, and so on, giving rise to the parasitic nonlinearities observed in area 10a. Then the force feedback is felt as realistic in contact (area 10b). One can note in this phase the over-estimation of the finger radius appears as the finger periphery is several millimeters above the ring’s. The same phenomenon as in area 10a arises in area 10c when passing back from contact to free space is felt as realistic since the nonlinearities occur while the ring disconnects from the finger and moves back before tracking it normally.

- **Under-estimation of** \( R_f \): In this experiment, \( R_f \) is set to 3 mm whereas the radius of the operator’s finger is of about 7.5 mm (here again the error is purposely large). The results are reported in Fig. 11 and are correlated with the theoretical assumptions: as the finger’s avatar is smaller, the operator’s finger hits the ring before the finger’s avatar comes into contact with the virtual wall, here at about 0.5 s. Since the system did not switch yet, the operator feels a repulsive force corresponding to the tracking effort (see \( F_t \) on area 11a). When the finger’s avatar periphery finally crosses the virtual wall, at 1.1 s, the system switches to contact mode and the second (purposed) rendering is sensed (area 11b). Thus the operator feels the virtual object as if it were made of two different layers. The same transition is observed when moving away from the virtual wall (area 11c).

The above experiments confirm that an error on the estimation of the finger radius at the contact location can lead to parasitic behaviors which can decrease the realism of the interaction through the haptic device. These effects may be minimized by enhancing the end-effector’s tracking performances in order to better detect the finger geometry. However, this would involve expensive solutions that cannot be considered in a majority of applications.

**C. Implementation of the Smooth Control Law**

The results of an experiment using the proposed smoothed control scheme are given in Fig. 12. The virtual environment is defined as before and the controller’s gains are unchanged compared with the switch-based control law. According to (9) and in order for the transition to be independent from most users, we purposely set \( R_{f,max} \) to 11 mm (from [20], it could be argued that this value could be taken as a finger radius’ upper bound).

From 0 to 35 mm the behavior of the system is unchanged as it is pure tracking. On area 12a the movement of the ring is stopped whereas the finger continues till it encounters the ring (the finger’s avatar periphery is not displayed as it is not taken into account in the control law). The influence of \( \beta \) is noticeable as it almost cancels \( F_t \) when the finger approaches the virtual object (area 12a). No peak of \( F_t \), nor \( F_e \), can be seen. In area 12b, \( F_e \) is provided according to (10) and increases more smoothly than in the previous experiments, since it is computed using \( X_e \). Thus the behavior of this control law appears to be better than the switch-based one.

**IV. Conclusion**

In this paper, we presented how an existing state-of-the-art haptic device has been used to build an encounter-type interface. To this purpose, a custom ring with position measurement capabilities has been developed. A switch-based control law has been implemented in the developed setup. It consists in a position tracking mode enabled during
free space motion, and a force display mode used to render the virtual environment objects. The transition between the two modes is first managed by a hard switch triggered by the occurrence of a contact between the finger’s avatar and the virtual environment, as proposed in the literature.

It has been shown that in this case the system suffers unwanted behaviors when switching between the two control modes in case of a lack of a precise on-line estimation of the finger radius. On the one hand, if the finger radius is over-estimated, some impact forces and oscillations appear during each transition between contact and free motion. On the other hand, if the finger radius is under-estimated, the operator senses a parasitic stiffness when his finger comes close to or leaves the virtual object.

A smooth transition-based control law is proposed to cope with the raised issues. The developed approach is based upon two main characteristics. First, it does not depend on the finger radius estimation. Instead, the rendered interaction force is computed based on the ring geometry, which is constant and well known. Second, rather than switching between position tracking and force display, an adaptive gain is introduced. It moderates the influence of the tracking component in a linear way with respect to the proximity of the finger’s avatar to the virtual object. An experimental comparison between both strategies shows that the proposed control law exhibits better performances while being more robust as it is independent from the finger’s geometric parameters.

Future work will be twofold. First, the control law analysis will be deepened. Although no instability has been observed during the carried experiments, stability criteria will be further investigated. Second, the design of a 3D encounter-type interface will be considered, with the associated development of a whole virtual reality setup.
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